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DNA Bootcamp 

With Michelle Leonard 

 

We hope you enjoyed the second webinar; here is a list of your optional DNA Bootcamp tasks for 

this week.  

 

DNA Bootcamp Tasks To-Do: 
TASK 1 

 
 

TASK 2 
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TASK 3 

 
 

TASK 4 

 
 

TASK 5 
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TASK 6 

 
 

PLUS: For a recap on shared match lists across the platforms re-read the article ‘A Family History 

Guide To DNA Testing Companies’ which was included with the pre-course reading material. 

 

Match Organisation  
(Including Clustering/Colour-coding Groups on Ancestry)  

 

I advocate two different methods of match organisation using Ancestry’s 24 available colour-coded 

groups depending on your personal DNA match circumstances.   

 

Direct Ancestor Groups Method: if you have a robust family tree and have tested a number of family 

members and/or worked out a reasonable number of matches it’s best to organise your list using 

this method. 

1. Scroll down your match list to the first identified match who relates via just one grandparent 

e.g. a 2nd cousin sharing a set of great grandparents or a 1C1R who is a generation closer to 

the common ancestors.  Do not start with very close matches (those who share more than 

one grandparent) as they will be related via several lines and belong in more than one 

colour-coded group. 

2. Create a custom group and use a naming pattern that works for you – keep in mind the list 

organisation hierarchy (symbols go the top followed by numbers and then it’s arranged 

alphabetically after that).  In the example in my presentation the match used was on the 

maternal grandmother’s line so I named the group M1G: Campbell-Cullen – M1G to 

represent maternal great grandparents and the two surnames involved.  The first part helps 

organise the list alphabetically for you and if you continue with that nomenclature you can 

use M2G, M3G, P1G, P2G, P3G etc 

3. Once you have created the group, add the match you’ve identified to it and then go to their 

individual match page and bring up the shared matches between them and the tester 
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4. Add all of the shared matches to the same group (even the high ones) and then work 

through the shared match lists of the shared matches (excluding any high ones you know to 

be related on more than one grandparent line) and add any of their matches who do not 

already have the colour to that group as well 

5. Go back to the main match list and scroll down to the first match who is not part of the 

opening group and then repeat this same process for them 

6. Keep repeating the process until you have gone through all your identified matches (those 

with known common ancestors) 

7. I would do this down to the 30cM level in most cases but your cut-off should be based on 

how high your matches are (if you only have lower matches then it’s worth colour-coding 

them as we have to work with the results we each receive) 

 

 

 

A, B, C, D Method: If you don’t have many testers or matches worked out or you have a recent 

unknown ancestor mystery with blank sections on your tree then the A, B, C, D method would be 

best for you. 

1. Similar to the first method do not start with any close matches (e.g. matches at around 

350cM or higher) as they will likely belong in more than one group.  I tend to start with 

matches in the 100-300cM range. 

2. Once you have picked a match to start with create a group named “A Group” and add both 

the match and their shared matches to it, then do the same for the shared matches of the 

shared matches (excluding the lists of any higher ones) in the way described for the first 

method. 

3. Go back to the main match list and scroll down to the first match who has not been placed in 

A Group and repeat the process with a B Group, C Group, D Group etc.  I tend to stop at 

around 30-40cM matches but it depends on how many high matches the tester has received. 
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4. Whenever you identify the common ancestors for one of these alphabetised groups you can 

simply replace the group name with the names of the common ancestors i.e. P2G: Kelly-

McMaster etc. 

 

 

 

My methods are very similar to the well-known Leeds Method developed by Dana Leeds who is the 

pioneer of this technique.  You can learn more about the Leeds Method on her website via the 

following link: 

https://www.danaleeds.com/the-leeds-method  

 

Additionally think carefully about creating a master off-site repository for your most important 

match information, notes and a contact log – you may lose match information and notes if matches 

decide to delete their data or go private at any point. 

 

There are a number of options you could consider: 

 

1. Your own custom master spreadsheet (Excel, Google Sheets etc) 

2. AirTable – check out the following template created by Nicole Dyer: 

https://airtable.com/universe/expaNy7wDDdshIx5w/dna-research-log-20  

3. Online note facilities such as Evernote or OneNote  

4. Database tools like GDAT (Genealogical DNA Analysis Tool - formerly known as 

GenomeMatePro)  

https://sites.google.com/view/genealogical-dna-analysis-tool/home?authuser=1  

5. DNA Painter (ONLY for matches with segment data which excludes Ancestry only matches) 

6. Old-fashioned pen and paper 

 

 

 

https://www.danaleeds.com/the-leeds-method
https://airtable.com/universe/expaNy7wDDdshIx5w/dna-research-log-20
https://sites.google.com/view/genealogical-dna-analysis-tool/home?authuser=1
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Sharing Results on Ancestry 

1. On the DNA home page click on ‘Settings’ in the top right-hand corner 
2. Scroll down to ‘Sharing Preferences’ and click on ‘Change’ next to ‘DNA Ethnicity and 

Matches’ 
3. Click on ‘Add a person’ and input the email address or Ancestry username of the person you 

wish to invite in the provided box 
4. Choose a role for your invitee – ‘viewer’ or ‘collaborator’ is generally best* 
5. Click ‘Send Invitation’ and you’re done – it’s very simple! 

*Avoid being the ‘Manager’ of another person’s results unless it is a close family member who has 

tested for you, has no desire to look at or manage their results and has given you full permission to 

do so instead.  Carefully study the permissions each role grants before choosing a role for an invitee: 

 

 

Master Research Trees 

 I advocate creating and using a master research tree to build out all of the trees of your as 

yet unidentified DNA matches starting from the closest to the most distant 

 You can choose to build your master research tree in a number of places but I find the 

Ancestry trees system the easiest for this kind of tree as it is a simple process to create 
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orphan branches and the ‘MyTreeTags’ system helps with identifying and filtering all of the 

different trees you build within your master research tree 

 Unlike a tree you link to your DNA results on Ancestry a master research tree must be 

private and UNSEARCHABLE on the site – always fix these privacy settings as soon as you set 

the tree up and double check you have done this correctly so no speculative information 

enters the search index on the site 

 The main reason to use a master research tree is to streamline your research and keep it all 

in one place - this makes it easier to identify connections between the trees of your matches 

e.g. if you recognise a name as one you have seen or built before and you’ve been building 

out separate trees then you will need to search through all of those separate trees in order 

to re-find that name whereas if it’s all on the one tree you can search and locate it instantly 

 If you have parents or close family members tested to help you split all of your matches into 

maternal and paternal, you may prefer to have a ‘Paternal DNA Master Tree’ and a 

‘Maternal DNA Master Tree’ but if you can’t achieve that separation then it’s best to have 

one over-arching master tree for all of your DNA matches 

 Remember to do what I call your ‘housekeeping’ as you work within your master tree – this 

is adding a ‘DNA Match’ tag via ‘MyTreeTags’ and adding a DNA Match ‘Custom Fact’ which 

includes information on how much DNA is shared with the match and which testing sites 

they appear on 

 Whenever you wish to build a new match tree on your master tree, simply add that person 

as a close family member of any other entry already on the tree and then delete this 

relationship using the ‘Edit Relationships’ tool to turn the new match into an orphan branch 

 Do your housekeeping again and then build out the new entry’s tree 

 You want to use your master tree to find connections between your matches so it’s likely 

that at times you will end up adding the same ancestors for different matches more than 

once – if you spot you’re about to add the same ancestor then stop, search the tree for that 

person and add them manually instead of using the ‘Potential Ancestor’ hint facility 

 If you do find you’ve created duplicates (this is a regular occurrence with a master research 

tree!) then simply use the ‘Merge Relatives’ tool to merge those duplicates together and link 

up the trees of the different matches between whom you’ve identified a connection 

 Finally if the master tree has helped you work out common ancestors and you’ve been able 

to fully evaluate and verify a DNA match is a known cousin then that person and their line 

belongs on your regular tree and linked DNA tree so copy over their line, add a ‘Connected 

Match’ icon for them and you can then delete them and their line from the master tree if 

you wish 

 

Quick & Dirty Trees 

 Undertake the building of Quick & Dirty trees with EXTREME CAUTION! 

 If you understand that these trees are not the kind of trees you need to build for traditional 

genealogy and that you should never get in the habit of building them except as exercises to 

try to identify quick links with DNA matches then they are worth employing as an additional 

research tool 
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 Remember you are essentially copying other people’s trees and research on which there will 

be many mistakes 

 They can, however, be an effective and speedy way to find DNA connections  

 Make sure you build them on your private and unsearchable master research tree where 

you can be as speculative as you like and there is no danger of the speculation being copied 

 You can use the potential ancestor hints on Ancestry to help you build these trees 

 
 Think of building quick & dirty trees as an exercise to see if you can quickly spot a link and 

nothing more 

 To distinguish your Q&D trees, you could create your own custom tag in ‘MyTreeTags’ 

 

Identifying Matches Strategy Checklist 

 Pick off the low hanging fruit by working on your highest matches at the outset 

 Check the individual match page of the match you’ve chosen to work on 

 Evaluate the Ancestry probability chart or DNA Painter’s Shared cM Project to identify the 

most likely relationships for the match 

 Investigate the shared match list to see if you can narrow the match down to a particular 

line, quarter or side of your tree via the colour-coding you have undertaken on those shared 

matches so far 

 Investigate the match’s tree if they have one 

 Build out the trees of your matches - you just need a starting point!  Even tiny trees can be 

goldmines if you’re willing to put in the work to expand them.  Many will have minimal trees, 

wrong trees, no tree at all or linked trees that don’t have the tester as the home person – 

take whatever clues you can and build your own tree out for the probable tester to identify 

the connection 
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 Always check your own tree as well – if you have a robust tree with collateral lines built 

forward then it’s possible you may already have an ancestor on your match’s tree in your 

own tree 

 If you work the match out always add a note to their individual match pages on whichever 

sites they’ve tested and whatever off-site repository you have chosen to use for your 

confirmed match information  

 

Outliers 

 DNA Outliers are matches with whom there is a known paper trail relationship but they 

share significantly higher or lower cMs than the average for that known relationship 

 There can be a wide range of potential outlier situations from small to extreme and low to 

high sharing 

 
 It is best to use the Shared cM Project and probability charts to aid you with potential outlier 

situations 

 Be very wary of confirmation bias – just because a match is within the large range for the 

paper trail relationship, doesn’t mean it’s the correct relationship 

 Don’t accept extreme outliers without amassing a real body of evidence in their favour as 

the reality is most major anomalies are very unlikely to be outliers 

 If the probability for the known relationship is tiny (e.g. 4%), always investigate the much 

more likely scenarios first! 

 Testing as many other family members as possible renders outliers much easier to spot and 

provides evidence to substantiate them 

 Investigate shared matches and family tree information:  

o for low sharing full relationship outliers investigate whether the testers being 

compared have independent matches to both of their common ancestors (if you can 

find matches to both you likely do have an outlier but if you can only find matches to 

one then that could be a red flag that you’re instead looking at a half relationship)  

o For high sharing outliers investigate the possibility of additional relationships (e.g. 

double cousins) 
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Downloading Raw Data  

 It is possible to download raw data files from all of the testing companies in order to 

upload them elsewhere but remember Ancestry and 23andMe do not accept uploads 

 On Ancestry you can do so on the DNA ‘Settings’ page under the ‘Actions” heading at the 

very bottom of the page 

 On 23andMe click on ‘Browse Raw Data’ from the dropdown list under your name 

 On MyHeritage go to ‘Manage DNA Kits’ and click on ‘Download Kit’ 

 On FTDNA click on ‘Data Download’ on the homepage Family Finder dashboard and 

make sure you choose ‘Build 37 Concatenated Raw Data’ for the download 

 On LivingDNA navigate to ‘Profiles’ and click on the download icon next to the tester’s 

name 

Uploading Raw Data  

 If you already have a MyHeritage account then you can upload raw data on the site via 

the ‘DNA’ dropdown menu and the ‘Upload DNA Data’ option.  You can upload more 

than one kit to the same account so you don’t have to create multiple MyHeritage 

accounts if you have multiple kits to upload.  If you don’t have an account then you will 

have to create a free one and you can do that and upload raw data to MyHeritage at the 

following link: 

https://www.myheritage.com/dna/upload   

 On FTDNA you have to create a separate account for each new raw data upload and you 

can do that at this link: 

https://www.familytreedna.com/autosomal-transfer   

One exception is if you are male or managing a male’s Y-DNA test on FTDNA and you 

want to upload autosomal DNA for that man then use the Y-DNA account to upload the 

autosomal raw data to or you will end up with two accounts for the same person  

 LivingDNA allow multiple uploads to one account in the same way MyHeritage do so if 

you already have an account then upload raw data to new profiles on the same account.  

If you need to create an account first then you can start here: 

https://livingdna.com/uk/free-dna-upload   

 Finally if you want to upload to GEDMatch you will first have to create an account here: 

https://www.gedmatch.com/register.php   

Once you have an account, go to the right-hand side menu and click on ‘Upload Your 

DNA Files’ and ‘Generic Uploads’. 

 

Recommended watch 

 RootsTech Connect: The reason we’re having a week off the Bootcamp next week is because 

the annual genealogy extravaganza that is RootsTech is taking place from 25th-27th Feb and it 

has gone virtual and will be free for registrants this year 

https://www.myheritage.com/dna/upload
https://www.familytreedna.com/autosomal-transfer
https://livingdna.com/uk/free-dna-upload
https://www.gedmatch.com/register.php
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 As an additional optional task you may wish to watch my RootsTech 20 minute presentation 

on ‘Understanding X-Chromosome DNA Matching’ which will be released during the 

conference 

 To register for the event visit here: 

https://www.rootstech.org/rootstech-connect-2021-registration?lang=eng  

 

The DNA Bootcamp follow-up sessions 
We look forward to seeing you at the Zoom meeting follow-up sessions on Thurs 4th March  

Remember we are having a week off for RootsTech next week so there will be no session on Thurs 

25th Feb.  If you have yet to let me know your preferred time for the next follow-up sessions, please 

do so: (5.30-6pmGMT, 6.30-7pmGMT or 7.30-8pmGMT) 

I will send out the Zoom invitation links 48 hours before. 

 

Any queries in the meantime, please email helen.t@family-tree.co.uk  

 

 

About Michelle 
Contact & Social Media Links: 

 
Email: michelle@genesandgenealogy.com 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/genesandgenealogy 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/genealogylass 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelleleonardgenealogist 
APG: https://www.apgen.org/profiles/michelle-leonard 

Ancestry Hour: http://www.ancestryhour.co.uk/michelle-leonard.html 
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